Human Embryonic Stem Cells
to test Medicines for Toxicity?
Democs game (ver 1.0)
This Democs game has been produced as part of the ESNATS project
(Embryonic Stem cell-based Novel Alternative Testing Strategies), a
Collaborative Project funded from the European Community’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP7/2007–2013), Theme 1: Health, grant
agreement no. 201691, from 2009-13.

Human Embryonic Stem
Cells to test Medicines
for Toxicity?

Copies of the game and cards may be downloaded free from:
www.edinethics.co.uk/esnats/democsgame.htm

a Democs game

If you would like to find out more information...

to discuss an emerging field of science
and what it could mean for our lives.

about the EC ESNATS project
http://www.esnats.eu/

Co-ordinator: Prof. Dr. med. Dr. h.c. Jürgen Heschler,
Director of the Institute of Neurophysiology, Universität zu Köln,
Robert-Koch Str. 39, D-50931 Köln, Germany.
email: J.Hescheler@uni-koeln.de

Game instructions

about this game and Edinethics Ltd
www.edinethics.co.uk
Dr Donald Bruce, Edinethics Ltd.,
11/6 Dundonald Street, Edinburgh EH3 6RZ. UK
Tel: 08456 444937, email: info@edinethics.co.uk

about other Democs games
see also www.playdecide.eu and www.neweconomics.org
or contact Perry Walker, Fellow, New Economics Foundation,
email: perry.walker@neweconomics.org
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This Democs game has been created by
Edinethics Ltd. as part of ESNATS, funded by the
European Commission Framework 7 Research Programme
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What’s this all about?
Democs is a group discussion method based around cards devised
by the New Economics Foundation (nef) in 2001. It aims to help
people to learn about important new developments in science,
technology and medicine, and to think about their ethical and social
implications. No expert knowledge is required!

In the ESNATS project, we have been turning these stem cells into
some of the main types of cell of the human body, in order to
create tests which would show up any toxic effects which a potential
new drug might have on the heart, liver, nervous and reproductive
systems and during early embryo development.

This Democs game explores the idea of using human embryonic
stem cells to test potential new medicines for toxic side-effects, as
an alternative to testing them on animals. It’s part of a European
Commission scientific research project called ESNATS (Embryonic
Stem cell-based Novel Alternative Testing Strategies). We invite you
to find out what’s involved, to consider the issues, and come to your
opinions about it.

Using animals to test drugs raises ethical questions, but so does
using cells which were originally derived from human embryos. In
the ESNATS project we think this is justifiable, but we want to give
you the opportunity to consider this for yourselves, and form your
own views. You may be familiar with the debates about research
into using human embryonic stem cells to treat serious degenerative
diseases like Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and diabetes. But their use to
replace animal testing has not been widely discussed so far.

Why stem cells to test for toxicity?

This Democs game gives you a chance to do this. The game has
been written by Edinethics Ltd, an Edinburgh-based consultancy
company on ethics
and technology,
which is one of
the partners in the
ESNATS project.

All over the world, medical researchers are trying to find out what
causes human diseases and to discover new drugs to help treat
them, maybe even cure them. Whenever a potential new drug is
identified, it has to undergo rigorous tests before it can be accepted
as safe enough for doctors to prescribe them to patients. These tests
take many years and are expensive. Before they can start testing
on volunteer patients, scientists need first to judge their likely toxic
effects. At the moment the main way is to test them on animals.
This is ethically sensitive, it’s expensive, and sometimes toxic effects
in humans don’t show up clearly in animal tests.
Human body cells would often be a better alternative, but getting
enough cells of each type has always been difficult. Scientists
now believe they have a way to obtain human body cells in large
quantities, using special cells found in the early human embryo,
called human embryonic stem cells or hESCs.
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Democs instructions

How the game works

What is a Democs game?

A Democs game has five rounds. In rounds 1, 2 and 3, players get
dealt different hands of cards which are read out and discussed.
The first round everyone is given a single story card to read out.
In rounds 2 and 3, players are given Information cards and Issue
cards, respectively. Each player is asked to look at his/her hand
of cards and select the ones they think are most important or
interesting. They read them out to the group, say why these ones
interest them, and place them on the table. The group can comment
and discuss them.

Democs is a conversation card game.
Players get hands of
cards and take turns to
play them. But instead
of playing to win, they
are playing to learn
about an important new
issue – in this case it’s
human embryonic stem
cells to test medicines
for toxicity – and form
their opinions about it.
At the end of the game,
Photo: Andrea Bandelli
the players will get to
vote on policy options. The kit is made up of several different types
of cards. Most have information, ideas or stories about the topic
One person acts as the dealer.
It’s the dealer’s job to explain the rules, ask the questions and deal
the cards, but he/she is not expected to be an expert on the subject!
Usually, the dealer will be the person who has organised the game.
If you are thinking about organising a game, go for it!
Democs is designed to be played anywhere, by anyone.
All you need is a kit, about six to eight people (though you can play
with more or less), a table and an hour and a half to two hours.
You don’t need to know anything about the topic to run a game
and the rules are simple and easy to understand.
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As the discussion develops, certain topics will have come out.
In round 4, players are asked to gather these into opinions,
questions or statements which they would like to make about stem
cell research, by grouping the cards into clusters. There can be
several clusters on different topics, each of which gets written down
on a cluster card.
In the final round (round 5), each player is asked to vote individually
on 6 different policy options, recorded on to a single voting card for
the group. Each player is also given an individual comment sheet on
which they are invited to give their reasons, in their own words.
After the game, there is a stamped addressed envelope for the
dealer to send the cluster cards, voting grids and feedback form to:
Donald Bruce, Edinethics Ltd.,
11/6 Dundonald Street, Edinburgh EH3 6RZ, UK.
If sufficient games are played, your clusters, votes and comments will
be included in an analysis to see what people make of these issues.
Your feedback is also important for us to know who has played the
game, as well as an ongoing task of improving the game.
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Kit contents

Dealer’s instructions

One set of instructions (which you’re reading!)

Before the game – setting up

Main cards

As the dealer, spend a little bit of time getting ready before the game
starts. You need to:

You can use these cards every time you play:
n

8 large pink story cards (Set S)

n

32 (green) information cards (Set A)

n

36 (blue) issue cards (Set B)

n

3 ’yellow cards’.

Single-use items
These items get written on during the game.
We’ve given you enough for one game, with a few
spares. Extra items can be downloaded from the
website for you to print if you need to.
For example, if you play a second game you will
need up to 8 fresh copies of the comment sheets,
one joint voting card, more cluster cards and an
address label (though you will have to pay the
postage).
n

4 pale blue cluster cards

n

3 grey blank cards

n

1 joint voting card

n

8 individual comment sheets

n

1 feedback form

n

1 stamped addressed envelope.
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n

Read the instructions carefully to make sure you understand
what happens in each round. There’s a timetable on page 10,
but it helps to know where you’re going beforehand.

n

Check the kit to make sure you have everything.

n

Find a table, and a few pens.

n

Lay out the elements of the kit on the table in the order they will
be used.

Top tips for dealers
1 The rules are not the point. The aim of this game is to let people
discuss the issues. As long as people are discussing, don’t worry too much
about the details.
2 It’s good to talk... Since the point is to talk about the issues, encourage
people to say what they think and to respond to each other’s views
(politely!)
3 …but silence is OK too. At the beginning of the game, people will
spend more time reading cards than talking. Don’t worry, discussion will
come later.
4 No surprises. Make sure all the players know how the process fits
together so they can figure out what they need to do next.
5 Stick to time. If you think you’ll struggle, set an alarm that rings when
each session should end.
6 Don’t get too involved in the conversation. Your role is to help other
people to have their say. If you keep talking, you’ll disrupt other peoples’
ability to have their own conversation.
7 Everyone deserves to be heard. Make sure everyone gets the chance
to speak. One way to do this is to ask people at the start to agree to let
others finish before they start to speak. If you do this, remind people of
their agreement when they forget it!
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Basic elements of the game

How to play the game

Story cards (set S)

Introduction

These are stories about some people and situations
to do with embryonic stem cells as alternatives to
animal testing. All of the people and the stories are
fictitious, but they are based on real issues which
have arisen, or might be envisaged in the future.
These are basic facts about drug toxicity, animal
testing, human embryonic stem cells, and why
scientists want to use them. These come from
experts and reliable sources of information.

Before you start, it’s important that everyone knows the basic rules
of the game. First of all, the dealer should explain the basics
of the game. If you like, just read out the paragraph below on
’What is this game about?’ Explain that these discussions often work
better if people agree on some guidelines beforehand. Then read
out the conversation guidelines below and check that everyone is
happy with them. Next, the dealer should explain what each of the
sets of cards are and what they are for. You can use the table on
page 6.

Issue cards (set B)

What is this game about?

Information cards (set A)

These are a range of people’s viewpoints and opinions on the ethical
and social issues. They may include some things you agree with and
some you don’t. They’re here to make you think.

If anyone thinks of something important that’s not included, they can
write it down on a blank card.

This Democs game has been created so that members of the public
like you use sets of cards to learn about what’s involved in using
human embryonic stem cells for the toxicity testing of new medicines,
and consider its ethical and social issues. By working with the
Story cards, Information cards and Issue cards, you can explore
these questions, come to your opinions as a group, and also vote
individually on policy options. It will examine some questions you
may have thought about before, but will probably raise some you
haven’t. This is an opportunity to learn and discuss.

Yellow cards

Conversation guidelines

Cluster cards

These are used to label groups of cards which the players make
and say what they mean. You can write directly on these.

Blank cards

If anyone is getting confused or feels someone’s hogging the discussion
or going off on a tangent, play a yellow card. The dealer will then stop
the game and sort things out.

Voting card and Comment sheets

n We are all equal – one person, one voice, one vote.
n Your view matters – especially if you are the only one that holds it.
n You have a right to be heard – but so does everyone else.

There is a single sheet on which each person votes on 6 policy positions,
plus individual sheets for each to give their reasons.

n Listening is as important as speaking – so work at understanding
as well as being understood.

Feedback form

n Find common ground – look for where you agree.

So that we know who and where your results have come from, what you
thought about the game, and what could be improved.
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n Don’t worry if you are surprised or confused – it might mean
that you are learning something new.
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Players are dealt a hand of information cards about
the subject. They choose two that interest them, to
share with the group. This starts to assemble a shared
knowledge ’bank’.

15 mins

Players use the story cards to introduce some of the
issues about the subject through people who are
imaginary but facing plausible situations.

Players select from the issue cards in the same way,
opening up ethical and social questions that they think
are important.

30 mins

The dealer explains what Democs is about, reads
the conversation guidelines, and tells the group what
each type of card is for. Then the dealer reads out the
introductory page 2 about the subject.

The group discusses the topics that are beginning
to emerge, linking cards they have chosen in the
previous two rounds into clusters. Each issue is made
into a statement or question, written on a cluster card.

15 mins

Round 1
Stories
Round 2
Information
Round 3
Issues
Round 4
Creating
clusters
Round 5
Voting and
feedback

5 mins

Now you’ve explained how the
game works, we turn to the subject
itself. Because it may be unfamiliar
to most people, read out to the
group the whole of pages 2–3 of
this instruction booklet, entitled
’What’s this all about?’. This
introduces the basic idea of human
embryonic stem cells as alternatives
to the animal testing of medicines.
Then explain that the players will
find out more as the game proceeds, starting with a set of stories
about people and situations to do with the subject.

10 mins

If you have longer, please increase the timings appropriately.

15 mins

Round 1

Introduction

Timetable – 90 minute version

Players vote individually on the policy positions, and
are also invited to say why in their own words.
Dealer and Players also fill in the feedback form.

Deal out the story cards to each player.

Story cards
This is where each player is given a story to help them think about
the important issues around the subject. Tell them that the people
and the stories are all fictitious, but the situations portrayed are real
ones or ones which could be envisaged.
Shuffle the big pink story cards and give one to each player.
(There are eight of these, so if there are more than eight players,
some will have to share.) Each card ends in a dilemma.
In turn, ask each player to read out or summarise their card.
When they have read it out, if they want they can say what they think
about it and other players can respond. But stick to time.
If anyone is very unhappy with their card, they can swap it for one of
the spares (if there are any), or with one of the other players if both
people agree.
Ask each player to put their story card in front of them, face up.
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Rounds 2 and 3

Round 4

Information cards and Issue cards

Creating clusters

These two rounds are the main
information gathering stage.

In Rounds 1 – 3, players have put together in the middle of the table
the green and blue cards they chose, together with each person’s
Story Card. These cards together form a ’knowledge bank’. The
purpose of Round 4 is to try and identify main issues and common
themes, and enter these on cluster cards.

Players will look though the
information and issue cards and
choose the most important ones.
Shuffle the green information
cards and deal them all out
to the players. It doesn’t matter if not all players have exactly the
same number of cards.
Each player should pick the two most important cards from
their hand. Players can choose what ’important’ means for
themselves. It could be:
n relevant to the dilemma on their story card
(but they don’t have to be)
n interesting or surprising
n something they strongly agree with
n something they strongly disagree with.
Once they’ve chosen their final two cards, the rest of the cards can
be put to one side.
Ask players to take it in turn to play one card by reading it out
to group and then explaining why they chose it. Once a player
has finished reading the card out, other players can say something in
response if they want to. Once the discussion has finished, the player
puts the card down face up next to their story card. Each player
should have two cards, so you need to go around twice.
After all the players have played their two green cards, deal
them a hand of blue cards and do the same thing again.
12
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There are two main ways to create the clusters. If your group has
already identified some issues, look among the cards on the table
and gather into a cluster the particular cards that relate to each
issue. They can use blue cards, green cards, story cards, or a mixture
of all three. The alternative way is to start with the cards on the table,
to cluster the ones that seem to belong together, and create a theme
from them. In practice you may do both. It’s up to the players to
decide what the clusters are about. The eventual aim is to create up
to four or five clusters.
Some groups have found it helpful to start with one (or more) of the
story cards and look for other cards that help tackle the dilemma on
the card, and make these into a cluster.
Once the players are happy with a cluster, they need to fill in a
cluster card. There are three things to decide and fill in. First decide
a title for the cluster and write this in the first space. Then the group
should come up with a one or two sentence statement, and write this
in the second space on the card.
This might be a definite opinion, but it might also be an unresolved
question or dilemma. Try and make the message as clear as
possible so that we can understand exactly what you mean. Thirdly,
write the numbers of all the cards in the cluster on the bottom of
the card. This is so we have a record of which cards were used.
This is used as part of our analysis.
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Creating clusters (continued)
Encourage the players to take their time so that everyone is happy
with the clusters. Look for consensus as far as possible, but if
opposing opinions come out, then these can both be given.
In the same way, complete a cluster card for each of the other
clusters. It’s perfectly OK to use any card in several clusters. If the
players think of things that are important, but which aren’t on any of
the cards, they can write them on a blank card and add them to the
clusters.

While this first voting card is going round, hand out to each person
their own individual orange and white Comment Sheet. This time
there is one for each person. Ask each player to record again what
they just voted on each of the 6 policy options, and also to write
their reasons for voting the way they did, in their own words, if they
feel able to do so, for as many options as they wish.

Cluster cards are important because they allow you to tell us what
you think, in your own words. These opinions and the list of cards
you selected both become useful data when we come to analyse the
results of all the games.

Round 5 – Voting
In this last round, each player is asked to vote individually
on 6 different policy options. He or she does this twice, first
recording crosses on to a single Voting Card for the group,
and then on an individual Comment Sheet on which they are
also invited to give their reasons for their vote, in their own
words. Unlike the clustering, which is a group exercise, each
person votes and makes comments as an individual.
Pass the single purple and white communal Voting Card on which
everyone casts their votes. For each of 5 policy options, each person
is asked to put one cross in the box that corresponds to their view –
I agree, or I disagree, or I could live with it, or I don’t know.
Then pass the voting card on to the next person, and so on, until all
have recorded their votes on to it.
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At the end
Thank everyone for taking part and ask them
to help you fill in the feedback form. This gives
people the chance to say what they thought
about the game.
When you have done this, write at the top the date,
the place and the name of your group, so that we
know which game this was when we come to analyse
all the results. Then take the four or five cluster cards,
the Voting card, Comment sheets and any blank
cards people have written on and put these with the
feedback form into the stamped addressed envelope
provided and send this back to us.
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